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1 Introduction 

For large hydrocarbon fuels, the low temperature chemistry (LTC) [1] can induce two-stage autoignition 
and cool flame, which might occur in homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) engines and 
spark-assisted compression ignition (SACI) engines [2]. Previous studies showed that the LTC-induced 
cool flame can substantially accelerate the subsequent hot flame propagation [3, 4] and reduce the 
minimum ignition energy at certain conditions [5]. Since the premixed cool flame speed is much slower 
than that of the hot flame, the cool flame is usually caught up and merged by the hot flame [3, 4]. 
Consequently, it is difficult to establish a steady premixed cool flame [6]. Moreover, the forced ignition 
of premixed cool flame is not well understood. This motivates the present study, which aims to 
understand the ignition and stabilization of premixed cool flame in a counterflow configuration. 

Dimethyl ether (DME) is one of the promising alternative fuels and its LTC has been extensively studied. 
Moreover, the cool flame in DME/air mixtures was investigated in many previous studies. For examples, 
Zhang et al. [3] simulated the ignition and propagation of premixed cool flame in a static DME/air 
mixture. Yang et al. [5] found that the minimum ignition energy for cool flame is much lower than that 
for hot flame in DME/air mixtures. Zhao et al. [7] successfully established a quasi-steady premixed cool 
flame in both numerical simulations and experiments, by reducing the intermediate residence time in 
the counterflow configuration. 

All the above studies were limited to one-dimensional configuration and did not consider the influence 
of multi-dimensional flow on the ignition and propagation/stabilization of premixed cool flame. In this 
study, we shall consider the forced ignition of premixed cool and hot DME/air flames in a laminar 
counterflow. Specifically, the flame kernel evolution and the critical conditions for cool and hot flame 
ignition shall be investigated. 

2 Model and numerical specifications 

The transient forced ignition process of DME/air mixture in a 2D axisymmetric counterflow is 
schematically shown in Fig. 1. An expanding flame is induced by forced ignition at the stagnation point. 
It propagates outwardly and becomes an ellipsoid due to the counterflow. Finally, the twin premixed 
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flames are stabilized in the counterflow. The transient ignition process is simulated using the in-house 
solver EBI-DNS developed by Zirwes et al. [8, 9] based on OpenFOAM [10]. The detailed kinetic model 
developed by Zhao et al. [11] is used. This kinetic model was extensively validated and widely used in 
previous studies [3, 4, 12]. The computation domain is 20×10 mm2 which is covered by uniform wedge 
grid of ∆r=∆z=25 μm. A stoichiometric DME/air mixture of 450 K with uniform velocity Uin is fixed on 
the top inlet boundary. The ambient pressure is set to 5 atm to accelerate LTC reactions. The global 
strain rate ag of the counterflow is:  
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Before ignition, the mixture is chemically frozen and the flow field reaches a steady state. The ignition 
kernel center is set at the stagnation point (r=z=0). The mixture is ignited by energy deposition given by 
the following source term in the energy equation: 
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where Eign is the total ignition energy, Rign is the radius of energy deposition, and τign is the deposition 
duration. We use Rign=500 μm and τign=200 μs unless otherwise specified. 

 

Figure 1 Schematics of the forced ignition in the counterflow. 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 The evolution of cool flame kernel in the counterflow 

 

Figure 2 Schematics of low and high temperature chemistry thermal runaway and the corresponding 
temperature ranges. 

Cool flame only appears when the ignition energy and strain rate are in a certain range. A small ignition 
energy cannot successfully ignite the mixture, whereas a large ignition energy directly ignites a hot 
flame rather than a cool flame. The ignition process consists of two parts: thermal runaway and flame 
kernel propagation. Figure 2 shows the different regimes of ignition kernel and corresponding 
temperature ranges. Low temperature chemistry shows highest activity when the temperature is in the 
range of 750~850 K. Due to the negative temperature coefficient of DME, the temperature range of 
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850~1150 K corresponds to low reactivity. For temperature above 1150 K, the high temperature 
chemistry (HTC) becomes dominant. Therefore, the thermal runaway of cool and hot flame occurs in 
different ranges of temperature and strongly depends on the ignition energy. It is noted that the hot flame 
is much faster than the cool flame. Therefore, once HTC thermal runaway is induced, the hot flame 
rapidly propagates and it catches up and merges with the leading cool flame. Only with a proper ignition 
energy, the LTC thermal runaway can be induced successfully. 

Figure 3 shows a typical case for cool flame ignition and propagation at Eign=0.825 mJ and ag=40 s-1. 
After the LTC thermal runaway, the stretch rate begins to influence the cool flame kernel propagation. 
As figure 3 shows, the propagation of cool flame fronts and corresponding density displacement speed 
at different positions. There are three stages for the cool flame kernel propagation. The first stage is the 
ignition energy assisted propagation (t=0~4 ms). The cool flame propagates outwardly, whereas the 
density weighted displacement decreases. The second stage is deformation process (t=4~26 ms), in 
which the effect of ignition gradually decays and the counterflow changes the flame shape from sphere 
to ellipsoid. The counterflow pushes the flame backwards, flattens the flame shape and enhances the 
flame speed in axial direction. While the high curvature intensifies the radical loss and restrains the cool 
flame propagation in radial direction. The third stage is the transition to a twin counterflow flame (t>26 
ms). The curvature in both axial and radial directions decreases as flame expands outwardly, and the 
displacement speed increases.  

 
Figure 3 The cool flame propagation for Eign=0.825 mJ and ag=40 s-1. 

Here we focus on the evolution of flame on axial (i.e., r=0) and radial (i.e., z=0) direction. Figure 4 
shows the change of density weighted displacement speed Sd* with local stretch rate K. Compared with 
the spherical flame kernel evolution, counterflow enhances the flame displacement in axial direction but 
suppresses the flame displacement in radial direction. The flame propagation in axial direction shows 
three regimes: the ignition energy assisted propagation (AzBz), the unsteady transition propagation 
(BzCz), the normal flame propagation (CzDz). This evolution process is similar to that of a spherical 
flame but shows a higher turning point Bz. However, the flame propagation in radial direction only 
shows the first two regimes which indicates a slower evolution and a sustaining unsteady propagation. 

 
Figure 4 Change of density weighted displacement speed Sd* with local stretch rate K. 
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3.2 Influence of strain rate on flame transition 

Figure 5(a) shows the change of maximum temperature with the same ignition energy but different strain 
rates. The flame kernel finally extinguishes with a large strain rate of ag=200 s-1. We find that the global 
strain rate not only influences the cool flame kernel propagation, but also determines the occurrence of 
second stage ignition. After the cool flame kernel propagates outwardly, a second stage ignition is 
spontaneously induced with a strain rate of ag=20 s-1, resulting the double flame structure with a hot 
flame following the leading cool flame. The double flame structure is not observed for relatively high 
strain rate of ag=100 s-1. 

 
Figure 5 (a) The evolution of the maximum temperature for different strain rates of ag=20, 100 and 200 
s-1 with the same ignition energy of Eign=1.15 mJ (solid lines). The evolution of hot flame with ag=100 
s-1 and Eig=1.25 mJ is also plotted for reference (dashed line).  (b) Change of the second-stage ignition 
delay time with global strain rate and the double flame structure in counterflow. 

Figure 5(b) shows that the second stage ignition under small strain rate is similar to that in spherical 
flame ignition. The hot flame is induced at the stagnation point, then it propagates outwardly and finally 
merges with the cool flame. There are two heat release rate peaks: cool flame (108 Jm-3s-1) and hot flame 
(1011 Jm-3s-1). The cool flame front can also be represented by the peak of mass fraction of RO2 
(CH3OCH2O2). Behind the cool and hot flame fronts, CH2O and CO2 are produced respectively. 
Interestingly, there exists a critical strain rate (ag~36 s-1) where the second stage ignition delay time 
increases to infinity. Above this limit, no hot flame is induced and a steady cool flame is formed 
eventually. Two ignition energies of Eign=0.825 mJ (close to the MIE for cool flame) and 1.2 mJ (close 
to the MIE for hot flame) are considered. We find that a large ignition energy reduces the second-stage 
ignition delay time but does not change the critical strain rate as shown in Fig. 5(b). 

 

Figure 6 S-curve of premixed DME/air counterflow flames at 450 K and 5 atm. 
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The second stage ignition and the critical strain rate can be explained by 1D calculation of ignition and 
extinction in a counterflow. Figure 6 shows the three critical strain rates respectively corresponding to 
the hot flame extinction (HFE) limit at K1, the high-temperature ignition (HTI) limit at K2 and the cool 
flame extinction (CFE) limit at K3. The line between K2 and K3 represents the regime where a steady 
cool flame can exist. The transition point K2 shows a minimum strain rate limit, below which the cool 
flame finally transits into a hot flame. This limit is close to 2D simulation. 

3.3 The ignition regime 

Finally, we investigate the minimum ignition energy for different strain rate. Figure 7 shows the MIE 
for both cool and hot flames. For the cool flame, the MIE increases monotonically with the strain rate 
and increases sharply around the critical strain rate around ag=110 s-1, above which only hot flame can 
be ignited. Depending on the ignition energy and strain rate, there are four regimes as shown in Fig. 7, 
which respectively corresponds to the four evolutions in Fig. 5(a). In regime I, only hot flame can appear. 
In regime II, the cool flame can be ignited and a hot flame subsequently appears. Subsequently, the hot 
flame catches up and merges with the leading cool flame. In regime III, the cool flame is ignited and 
stabilized in the counterflow and there is no hot flame. In regime IV, the ignition energy is too low to 
ignite any flame. 

 

Figure 7 Ignition regime diagram of DME/air mixture at 450 K and 5 atm in a counterflow. 

Figure 8 summaries the flame evolution for different ignition regimes. Ehot and Ecool respectively 
represent the MIE for LTC and HTC thermal runaway. With the ignition energy is higher than Ehot, the 
hot flame is directly induced and propagates outwardly. When the ignition energy is lower than Ecool, 
the themal runaway fails. When the ignition energy is between Ecool and Ehot, a cool flame can be ignited 
successfully. Then the strain rate influences the flame propagation. A large strain rate intensifies the 
radical loss and restrains the flame propagation, leading to extinction. However, a small strain rate leads 
to a transition from cool flame to hot flame. Only with a moderate strain rate, a steady cool flame can 
be established. 

 

Figure 8 Ignition process with different ignition energies and strain rates. 
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4 Conclusions 

In this study, 2D axisymmetric simulations considering detailed chemistry and transport are conducted 
to investigate the ignition of premixed cool and hot DME/air flames in a counterflow. The LTC and 
HTC thermal runaway, flame kernel propagation and transition from cool flame to hot flame are 
discussed. We find that the thermal runaway of LTC and HTC occurs at different regimes and times. 
After termal runaway, the strain rate influences the flame kernel propagation and determines the 
transition from cool flame to hot flame. For cool flame, a large or small strain rate respectively leads to 
ignition failure and transition to hot flame. Only with a proper strain rate, a steady cool flame can be 
established. A regime diagram in terms of ignition energy and strain rate is proposed, and four regimes 
are identified and interpreted. 
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